**Technical Information — Sizes**

### Wall Base
Base molding conceals the joint between an interior wall and the floor. Also used to protect the walls from scuffs and floor cleaning tools.
- **Surface Material:** Decorative Paper
- **Core Material:** Standard MDF

### Quarter Round
Quarter Rounds are used to conceal the required expansion space between the wall and the laminate flooring. *Available as Standard or Moisture Resistant.*
- **Surface Material:** Decorative Paper
- **Core Material:**
  - **Standard Quarter Round:** Standard MDF.
  - **Moisture Resistant Quarter Round:** Exterior Grade Composite Wood Product

### Base Shoe
Base Shoes, like Quarter Rounds, are used to conceal the required expansion space between the wall and the laminate flooring.
- **Surface Material:** Decorative Paper
- **Core Material:** Standard MDF

---

**Installation**

### Wall Base

---

**Wall Base with Quarter Round or Base Shoe**
Wall Base, Quarter Round, and Base Shoe

Leave a gap between the wall and the floor as suggested by the manufacturer of the floor, but no more than 1/2" to allow the molding to sit on the floor!

**Step 1**

Apply two beads of adhesive on the back side of the molding as shown in the picture and then gently press against the wall and support it with something heavy until it has cured so that it will not pop off the wall.

**Step 2**

Apply one thin bead of adhesive to the back of the Quarter Round or Base Shoe and attach it to the Wall Base Molding and support it with a heavy object until the adhesive has cured so it won’t pop off the Wall Base Molding.

**Step 3**

*Optional Step:* Use finish nails in the Wall Base Molding every 16" and also through the Quarter Round or Base Shoe and into the Wall Base Molding. Finish up the nails with a color matching Color Fill!

**Step 4**
Quarter Round or Base Shoe without Wall Base

Leave a gap between the wall and the floor as suggested by the manufacturer of the floor, but no more than 1/2” to allow the molding to sit on the floor!

**Step 1**

Apply one thin bead of adhesive to the back of the Quarter Round or Base Shoe and attach it to the wall. Support it with a heavy object until the adhesive has cured so it won’t pop off the wall (about 24 hours).

**Step 2**

*Optional Step:* Use finishing nails in the Quarter Round or molding every 16”.

**Step 3**